Hybridization signal enhancement via long-stranded probe for detection of DNA using aquadichloro (benzimidazole)-copper(II) as hybridization indicator.
A simple and sensitive method for electrochemical detection of DNA was designed. This DNA sensor was based on a "sandwich" detection strategy, which involved a long capture probe DNA immobilized on glassy carbon electrodes that flanked both the reference DNA and target DNA. Electrochemical signals were measured by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) using aquadichloro(benzimidazole)-copper(II), Cu(bzim)(H(2)O)Cl(2), as an electroactive indicator. An improving amount of Cu(bzim)(H(2)O)Cl(2) was interacted with the hybrid DNA via the incorporation of a long-probe DNA and a reference DNA in this sensor. As a result of this effect, this sensor design significantly enhanced the sensitivity. With 48-mer probe DNA and 27-mer reference DNA, the proposed method could be used for detection of 21-mer ssDNA ranging from 1.32 x 10(-7) to 2.52 x 10(-6) M with a detection limit of 2.94 x 10(-8) M. Electrochemical DNA biosensors were also developed using the same long-probe sequence as the target sequence with the novel hybridization indicator, Cu(bzim) (H(2)O)Cl(2). The detection limits for the complementary 21-mer target and 27-mer target were 9.52 x 10(-8) M and 5.81 x 10(-8) M, respectively. The results showed that the sensor with long-probe DNA and reference DNA is far more sensitive than that with nonswitch assay.